Hunt ID:4002-IA-G-M-2000-003-Whitetail-ITYNE3BRC-HJ-I1MJ-5 Farms 8000 acres

This is simple, if you are not Trophy Hunting This hunt is Not for you. This is hard core
blind sitting, no scent, big rack hunting and plenty are taken each year with a 198-buck
taken and many between 160 and 190. This farm is maintained as a Trophy Buck Farm for
these free ranging Giants.
Don’t tell anyone but I have a place with a few slots left in Iowa that I have a 98% chance of
them drawing a December Whitetail license. It is called the Gun season in Iowa meaning a
shotgun, a muzzleloader or even a bow because a bow is considered a lesser weapon.
You will be hunting in Zone 3 which has a great Whitetail population.
90% chance of drawing a December gun license with 0 points
90% chance of drawing a December Archery license with 0 points
90% chance of drawing a December Muzzleloader license with 0 points

The first Gun season, 5 days begins the first Saturday in December right at the end of the rut.
The Second Gun season, 5 days begins the first Saturday in December right at the end of the rut.
For Whitetail Deer in Iowa it is shotguns, bows or muzzleloaders only, no rifles. Now you can do
anything you want with the muzzleloader or shotgun. I have found that a rifled barrel in a shot
gun does wonders over a smooth bore shotgun and pumpkin balls. The accuracy gets so good
that many use scopes on their shotguns with 100-200-yard shots possible. The same with

muzzleloaders, again sabots are legal to use along with any type of powder. There are even some
muzzleloaders that shoot smokeless powder. But keep in mind if yours isn’t one of them it will
blow up if you try it. There is a modern day “Black Powder Substitute”, that you can shoot in
your muzzleloader safely. This powder has all the attributes of a black powder that are good but
none of the negative effects, you don’t have to clean the barrel every 3 shots to continue
shooting, making it extremely accurate. I have one with a scope and it is easily a 200-yard
weapon with accuracy.
The two Gun seasons are the first two weeks in December. 1st season starts on the 1st. Saturday
in December and runs 5 days. The 2nd. season starts the 2nd. Saturday in December and runs 6
days.
We hunt Zone 3 (southwest Iowa) Just across the Missouri River from Nebraska. You will be
hunting about 8000 acres between 5 different farms. We have 30-40 stands but request everyone
bring their own ground blind because of the safety factors that come with tree stands. Also, if the
deer change their pattern one year due to a change in food sources you can easily adjust to the
change.
For the most part you will be hunting from a blind set to watch deer traffic. The deer usually feed
in the corn then return to the woodlots for their day bed. Your blind will be set to take advantage
of the wind to blow your scent away from the trail(s) you are watching, there is no smoking in
the blinds for your own protection and to keep the area scent controlled as much as possible.
We provide transportation on the hunting grounds and back to lodging and for meals. The
lodging is included in the hunt. We found that if we provided meals there was a lot of wasted
food and money, so we lowered the price and let everyone get their own food there are plenty of
places locally, as Sapp's Truck Stop, restaurant, Wendy’s, Subway, convenience stores also
Nebraska City is 4 miles with Wal-Mart, hardware stores, Sporting Goods Stores and sit-down
restaurants.
License is not included in the hunting price of course.
The License application window is the first week in May through the first week in June.
Hunts are available for handicapped hunters. The best way to apply is individually. The reason is that
Iowa is a legal buddy hunting state. For the ones that don’t draw which is few, you can buy a doe license
and your buddy or you can shoot the buck, and each of you have an additional doe tags. There are some
rules to file like being on the same farm. Being able to make contact within 15 minutes after the buck is
found shot, and some others are detailed in the Iowa Regulations. As far as I know Iowa is the only state
that it is legal to party hunt.

As for your gear list I focus that it can get really cold in December in Iowa. Most of our hunters
use pop up blinds with a Mr. Buddy heater and a chair, this will allow you to hunt in the worst
conditions.
All blinds are required to have 12 sq. inches of blaze orange visible from all sides. Also, bring
rain gear and plenty of warm hunting gear.

Shotguns or muzzleloaders are allowed during shotgun seasons. Scopes are allowed. All
firearms are to be unloaded and in a case for transporting on any highway so bring a soft case for
them then because it comes in handy.
Blaze orange is required external, vest, coat. Most hunters use a blaze orange vest over their
hunting clothes.

Hunt Price is $3000 discounted down to only $ 2995.
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